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Elevations of structures on Site Charlie were based on the level datum
adopted during the High vide Line Survey of the island. The elevations
of the footings of Station 1341, Site Delta was based on the datum adopted
for Sites Able and Baker during the High Tide Line Surveys of these
islands.

The survey Department did not check the interrelation cf the elevation
data until after the floor slab cof Station 131] was formed and the ree
inforcing was being placed, Since ccnstruction was far advanced on Site
Charlie, the datum on that isiend was adopted for Site Able and Baker,
This resulted in a 1.3 foot discrepancy between the elevation of Station
1341 and the elevation of structures on Site Charlie,

Tide observations subsequent to the above indicate that the Site Able and
Baker datum is correct and tnat of Site Charlie is in error. The cause
of the discrepancy was the location of the tide suage in en area where the

water level is seriously affected by the formation of a reef.

The remainder of the islands on Bikini on which structures requiring an
elevation relationship are located, have been placed on a single adopted
datum extended by level circuits. ‘this eliminates the possibility of any
further discrepancies,

WYSZ
H. to Dietze,

Resident Ensineer.
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